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A. Introduction      
 
In recent years, many Dalhousie employees have withdrawn all or part of their pension 
entitlements from the Dalhousie University Staff Pension Plan at termination or 
retirement and transferred to an RRSP as much as the CRA (formerly CCRA and before 
that Revenue Canada) will permit.  For some, this choice has turned out well; others have 
later realized that they made a major mistake. But – once made –  the decision cannot be 
reversed.  This may be the most important financial decision you make in your lifetime. 
 
Should you take your money out of the Dalhousie Pension Plan when you retire?  The 
Dalhousie Pension Plan is complicated and the overlapping regulation of pensions and 
other retirement options by the Province of Nova Scotia and by the Federal CRA is quite 
complex.  Moreover, financial markets are unpredictable.  So it is not easy to compare the 
alternatives.  The University cannot provide financial advice, but it can try to ensure 
that you have adequate information.  And it can point out that some sources of advice 
that you may consult may be misinformed or biased.  Most financial advisors receive 
commissions or bonuses if they successfully persuade you to locate your retirement funds 
with their firm.  (If you doubt this, ask your advisor how she or he gets paid for giving 
advice to you.)   
 
 
B. Five considerations to help channel your thoughts 
 
1) Assessment of your  financial retirement options ought to be undertaken in 

relation to your overall financial situation, not in isolation.  Almost all Dalhousie 
people who have reached their sixties have other assets besides their pension 
entitlements: such as a house or condominium, an RRSP, a savings account, life 
insurance, mutual funds, GICs or other securities.  

 
2) Retirement arrangements operate within a federal and provincial regulatory 

framework and serve to assure retirees and their spouses an income for as long as 
they live, while minimizing taxes prior to death of the second partner and possibly 
protecting against inflation. 

 
3) The future is uncertain, of course, but you and your spouse may reasonably expect 

to live from one to three decades beyond age 65. 
 
4) Virtually everyone desires the greatest possible pension income over one’s 

remaining lifetime, together with the least possible risk.   
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5) Those retiring from Dalhousie are a varied lot: some quite affluent, others in 

modest circumstances; some healthy, others with chronic medical problems; some 
clever and informed about financial matters, others not.  Some are single and 
without dependents, others are supporting parents, children or grandchildren, and 
so on.  So "one size will not fit all."  

 
Only you know your preferences, constraints and expertise.  So only you can determine 
your most appropriate course of action.  What your colleagues or friends did may have 
suited their situations, but could be quite wrong for you.  Take the trouble to make a 
careful comparison of  the advantages and disadvantages of removing your pension 
entitlements from the Plan.  
 
 
C. What happens if you leave your pension entitlements in the Dalhousie Pension 

Plan? 
 
1) Your potential pension is determined by your salary, length of pensionable service 

and age at the time you retire or terminate your employment.   The sum of money 
needed to fund your potential pension – which is called the “commuted value” 
(CV) of your pension entitlements – is transferred within the Plan from the 
Pension Trust Fund to the Retirees’ Trust Fund. 

 
2) You may start your pension payments immediately if you are at least 55 years old, 

or you may delay their beginning – but not beyond the end of the year you reach 
age 69.  If you choose the deferral option, then the actual pension payments will 
generally exceed the level that would have prevailed if you had started the 
payments immediately.  This payment increase arises from two sources:  first, the 
period during which you receive pension payments will be shorter; second, during 
deferral, the amount of your monthly pension may increase as the Retirees’ Trust 
Fund earns investment returns.   

 
3) The “normal” form of pension at Dalhousie for all years of service through June 

2004 includes a 66 2/3% continuation pension to your spouse with a 5-year 
guarantee of payments, or a 10-year guarantee of payments if you are single. 
(This means that the pension payments continue for a minimum of 10 years, so if 
you die in less than 10 years, the remaining payments are made to your estate.).   
But you do not need to accept the “normal” form of pension; you can convert 
it into any optional form of pension permitted by the CRA.  Conversion to an 
optional form of pension offers you considerable flexibility in tailoring your 
pension to your circumstances, but must be cost-neutral to the Pension Plan.  
More expensive optional forms of pension than the “normal” one will 
decrease your monthly pension payments and less expensive options will 
increase them.  Your CV remains the same regardless of the option selected.  

 
4) In the second January after you start your pension – and annually thereafter – your 
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pension payments will be considered for indexation to keep pace with inflation.  
Such indexation is not automatic, but depends on the investment performance of 
the Retirees’ Trust Fund (which has consistently exceeded the average of 
Canadian pension funds over the past two decades).  This indexation feature of 
the Plan partially ties indexation of your pension to the investment success of 
the Retirees’ Trust Fund. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5) Whatever level your pension payments attain, Nova Scotia law requires that 

they not be reduced thereafter (except on the death of your spouse, if you 
chose a type II pension).  So you enjoy a  pension that will continue as long as 
you live.  This key feature of pension legislation applies to defined-benefit 
pensions, such as Dalhousie’s, but not to RRSPs.  

 
6) A pension is like reverse life-insurance.  When you and your spouse both have 

passed away – whether at age 70, 85 or 105 – none of the pension will be left for 
your estate.  An exception occurs if you have opted for a guarantee of payments 
(maximum 15 years), which you have not yet outlived.  (Remember, however, 

Table I:  Some Optional Forms of Pension for a Dalhousie Retiree 
             (Final Average Salary = $50,000  Years of Pensionable Service = 25) 
 
   
 
           Annual Pension 
          Type I   Type II 
 
 
    Joint & Survivor 66.67%, no guarantee  25,084   26,694 
Married, Normal Form  Joint & Survivor 66.67%, guaranteed 5 years 25,000   26,507 
   (same age spouse)  Joint & Survivor 75%, no guarantee  24,758   25,915 
    Joint & Survivor 100%, no guarantee  23,829   23,829 
 
 
    Life Only     26,033 
Single, Normal Form  Life, guaranteed 10 years    25,000 
 
 
Under a Type I form of pension, monthly pension payments to the retiree’s spouse (or partner) are reduced to the percentage 
shown when the member dies, but if the spouse dies first, there is no reduction in payments to the retiree.  Under Type II form 
of pension, pension payments to either survivor are reduced upon the death of the first partner; consequently, the monthly 
payments with a Type II pension are higher than under a Type I pension, which is reduced only on the death of the retiree. 
 
When a retiree opts for a “guarantee,” this means that the retiree’s beneficiary or estate will receive a benefit, whenever the 
retiree (and spouse, if married both) dies(s) before the end of the guarantee period (e.g., 5, 10, 15 years). The benefit will equal 
the pension payments due in the remaining number of unpaid months in the guarantee period.  If the retiree (or spouse, if 
married) outlives the guarantee period, then no benefit is due to the beneficiary or estate. 
 
Note: Conversion of pension payments to an optional form must be cost neutral to the Dalhousie Pension Plan under the 
prevailing actuarial assumptions; should these change, then the conversion ratios change. 
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there is a trade-off: if you  increase the length of the guarantee period for 
payments, you will reduce your monthly pension payments; reducing or 
eliminating the guarantee will increase the monthly amounts.)  If it is 
important for you to provide a lump sum benefit to your estate, one way is to 
purchase a life insurance policy. 

 
7) Finally – and not trivially – receiving your pension through the Dalhousie 

Retirees’ Trust permits you to focus on enjoying retirement rather than having the 
responsibility of managing an investment portfolio.  And it is convenient. Tax 
deductions are made at source and premiums for extended health benefits and 
other University programs (e.g., Dalplex, University Club) can be deducted from 
your pension cheque. 

 
 
D. What happens if you withdraw your pension entitlements from the Plan?1 
 
1) The total amount you can transfer out of the Plan is the greater of two amounts 

(which the Employee Benefits office at Dalhousie will calculate for you): 
 

(a) the “commuted value” (CV) of your pension entitlements, i.e., the amount 
otherwise needed to fund your pension via the Retirees’ Trust Fund, or  

(b) twice your contributions plus the accumulated compound interest thereon.  
 

For many Plan members, the latter calculation (2 x contributions plus interest) 
exceeds CV.  Some members have therefore concluded that the decision to 
withdraw their entitlements is a “no-brainer.”  Not so!  The largest possible 
inflation-adjusted value of pension payments over the remaining lifetime of 
yourself and your spouse does not necessarily result from the largest possible 
pension entitlements at retirement or termination of employment.    That is one 
important factor, but there are others: 
 

1. net investment results during retirement (and deferral),  
2. inflation,  
3. taxation,  
4. the ages when you and your spouse die. 

 
These factors are also critical to the outcome.  The first three generally favour 
leaving one’s funds in the Plan rather than withdrawing them; the last can cut in 
either direction. 
 
 

                                                 
1  The Board of Governors passed a resolution on December 16, 2003 that members entitled to an 

immediate pension (age 55 and older with at least two years pensionable service) would be 
deemed retired if they terminate employment and would not be permitted to withdraw twice 
contributions plus interest from the Plan after June 30, 2005.  This decision by the Board has been 
grieved and an arbitration hearing on the grievance is scheduled in early 2005. 
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2) Federal (CRA) regulations limit the amount that you can “roll-over” from a 
pension plan into a tax-sheltered RRSP (or LIF or RRIF).  This limit is calculated 
by multiplying a “Limit Factor,” which varies with age, times the future 
(unreduced) pension to which you have become entitled at the date of transfer – 
using the pension entitlement formula:  

 
 2.0%   x   number of years pensionable service   x   best 3-year average              
 salary 
 
 For many Dalhousie retirees, the excess that cannot be rolled-over may be 
 substantial and will be subject to tax either in the year you retire (or terminate) or 
 in the year thereafter.  If you have significant other earnings in those years, the 
 highest marginal tax rate will likely apply.  Table II below provides these “Limit 
 Factors” and an example. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            Table II       Federal (CRA) Limits on “Roll-overs” to an RRSP or RRIF/LIF 
 
Attained   Limit         Attained Limit      Attained Limit 
    Age      Factor             Age    Factor           Age    Factor 
 
Under 50      9.0   55 10.4   61 11.7 
     50     9.4   56 10.6   62 12.0 
     51     9.6   57 10.8   63 12.2 
     52     9.8   58 11.0   64 12.4 
     53   10.0   59 11.3   65 12.4 
     54   10.2   60 11.5 
 
NOTE:  Limit factors for each additional month of attained age are interpolated between the values shown. 
 
 
Example 
 
Take a Dalhousie employee, exact age 62, with 25 years pensionable service and a three-year best salary of $80,000.  Assume 
also that the employee is married to a spouse of the same age and has made pension contributions of $160,000 to date and has 
accumulated $165,000 of earnings on these contributions. 
 
The earned annual pension entitlement at normal retirement would therefore be $40,000.  The Federal “roll-over” limit would be 
12.0 times that amount, i.e., $480,000. 
 
The CV of the pension entitlements of this employee would be $579,931 and twice contributions plus accumulated compound 
interest would be $650,000.  Subtracting the CRA maximum "roll-over" of $480,000 from the greater of these two calculations 
yields $170,000.  That amount of the employee’s entitlement on termination would therefore have to be a cash payment, subject 
to immediate tax. 
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3) Most of your “rolled-over” entitlements will be “locked-in”; Nova Scotia law 

requires them to be used to provide pension income, not withdrawn early.  Your 
pension funds from Dalhousie will normally be transferred into a “locked-in” 
RRSP which will offer you options similar, but less favourable than, those 
outlined above in section C3.  Specifically, you may start your pension payments 
immediately if you are at least 55 years old, or you may defer their beginning.  If 
you choose the deferral option, then the actual pension payments when you start 
them may or may not exceed the level that would have prevailed if you had 
started the payments immediately.  Unlike deferred pensions from the 
Dalhousie Retirees’ Trust, which cannot go down, your “locked-in” RRSP 
could lose so much money that your ultimate payments decrease 
significantly.  Before the end of the year you reach age 69, you must either 
convert the RRSP into an annuity or into a Registered Life Income Fund or LIF. 

 
4) If you are thinking about purchasing an annuity, you should consider several 

issues:   
 

a) Annuity providers (e.g., life-insurance companies) often limit the options 
they offer; for example, inflation-adjusted annuities are very uncommon.  
Pricing varies – sometimes substantially – so you may need to hire an 
annuity broker (for a fee) to find the best offer.   

 
b) Even with the most favourable pricing, a life annuity with the same 

guarantees and payouts as Dalhousie’s Retirees’ Trust Fund is more costly 
than the CV of your pension entitlements.  (Currently the difference is 
about 11%.)  Why?  Simply, because insurance companies have to build  a 
profit into their businesses.   

 
c) An annuity provider may quote a higher initial pension than you would get 

through the Retirees’ Trust Fund, but with no protection against inflation. 
 
5) A LIF (or RRIF for non-locked-in funds) permits considerable flexibility in 

investments.  Flexibility in pension payments from a LIF is very restricted, 
however.  Minimum annual payments (as a percentage of the value of the fund at 
the beginning of the year) are fixed by the CRA, while maximum payments are 
set by Nova Scotia’s rules at each age.  For example, at age 75, the minimum 
annual withdrawal is 7.85% of the value of your fund and the maximum 9.1% (as 
of early 2004).  Furthermore, payments from a LIF depend crucially on its 
investment success.  Without substantial investment earnings,  protection 
against inflation is impossible; indeed, the funds in your LIF may rapidly 
shrink if you or your spouse live beyond your average life  expectancies.  
There is certainly no guarantee of even a constant pension.  However, since the 
maximum annual withdrawal from a LIF (at age 88 or above) is 20 percent of the 
declining balance, a LIF technically never can become completely depleted.  
Whatever remains when the surviving partner dies is likely to be subject to 
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maximum incremental income tax rates; the after-tax amount will go to your 
estate. 

 
6) Both levels of government have in the past changed the rules that govern 

retirement income arrangements; new rules may be introduced in the future that 
affect LIFs, RRSPs and pension plans in ways that may benefit or restrict plan 
members and beneficiaries.  The current Provincial and Federal rules regarding 
LIFs may be found in Part 2 and Schedules IV and V of the Regulations under the 
Nova Scotia Pension Benefits Act [at 
http://www.gov.ns.ca/just/regulations/regs/pbregs.htm>] and in the CRA’s 
Information Circular IC78-18R6 [at <http://www.cra.gc.ca/E/pub/tp/ic78-
18r6/ic78-18r6-e.html>]. 

 
 
E. Consideration of the possible advantages of taking your money out of the Plan  
 
Now we are in a position to consider possible advantages of withdrawing your 
entitlements from the Dalhousie Pension Plan. 
  

• Possible advantages:   If I take the money out of the Plan, I’ll                  
enjoy a higher pension. 

 
To make a proper comparison to receiving a pension from Dalhousie’s Retirees’ Trust 
Fund (RTF), one must consider two quite different scenarios:  
 
  (i) investing in an annuity outside the Plan, and 

(ii)  using a LIF for post-retirement income and making the maximum 
payments from it that Nova Scotia’s Pension Regulations permit. 

 
In both scenarios, assumptions have to be made regarding rates of return that are 
implicitly earned in an annuity and explicitly earned by a LIF and by the Retirees’ Trust 
Fund.  In addition, any excess amounts provided by 2 x contributions plus interest - see 
paragraph D(1) above – and CRA’s “rollover” restrictions [paragraph D(2)] influence the 
results.   
 
Under reasonable assumptions, annuity payments or LIF payments outside the Plan when 
you first retire cannot exceed the pension via the RTF.  Because some of your monies 
may be subject to tax when you transfer your funds out of the Plan, the amount of tax-
sheltered funds to annuitize or put in a LIF may be smaller than the amount that goes into 
the RTF.  Furthermore, your Dalhousie pension almost certainly will increase as you age 
and prices rise.  An annuity, on the other hand, will likely not be indexed and returns on a 
LIF may well be insufficient to permit annual (maximum) LIF payments to increase at 
the rate of inflation – or even to increase at all.   
 
An offset exists to the lower pension payments if you take your funds out of the Plan: you 
will receive an up-front lump-sum payment before taxes. This may be modest or large.  
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Some affluent retirees have received as much as $400,000 before taxes; after the tax 
claim by the CRA, they still got $220,000.   So a fundamental feature of withdrawing 
your funds from the Plan is that it alters the timing of your post-retirement income flows 
and decreases the extent of tax-sheltering.   
  

• Possible advantage: To leave an estate for my children, I 
have to take my money out of the Plan. 

 
When you and your spouse actually die makes a difference here.  Suppose you have taken 
your money out of the Plan.  If you both die soon after retirement and you have not 
chosen to defer pension payments, your estate will indeed be larger; if, on the other hand, 
one of you survives to age ninety or more, that partner may have to become dependent on 
government support programmes.  A significant financial risk in retirement is 
outliving one’s retirement savings and leaving a surviving partner with insufficient 
income.   Taking your money out of the Plan implies taking on substantial financial 
risk.   
 
Even if you could guarantee that you would die “on time”, this supposed advantage 
makes little sense.  Tunnel vision applied to financial planning is dangerous.  You almost 
certainly have other assets besides your LIF to leave to your children.  Furthermore, if 
you enjoy a higher post-tax pension by taking your pension through the Retirees’ Trust 
Fund, you can build up non-registered assets for your estate from savings after 
retirement.  Except for possible capital gains taxes, these assets will pass to your heirs 
tax-free.  A LIF, in contrast, is heavily taxed when the surviving partner passes away.   
 

• Possible advantage: To get good investment 
performance, I need to control the investments.  So I have 
to take my money out of the Plan. 

 
Whoa!  There are two issues here: investment performance and control of investments.  
The Retirees’ Trust Fund has consistently outperformed the average Canadian pension 
fund and enjoys a management expense ratio of only 0.3%.  It is professionally managed.  
Managed investment accounts for affluent clients ($500,000 and up), on the other hand, 
typically charge annual fees of 3% of assets.  Mutual fund “management expense ratios” 
(MERs) for balanced fund management run about 2.5% annually on average and there are 
often sales commissions as well.  Many studies have shown that the gross investment 
return of mutual funds before these charges is only slightly above the average result for 
the market.  In other words, most mutual fund managers add very little value before 
charging their expenses; after expenses, they underperform the market by almost the full 
amount of the MER.  Of course, there are exceptions; some investment managers do 
outperform and have done better than the Retirees’ Trust Fund.  Whether this will prevail 
in the future one cannot say, but overcoming a 2.2% difference in the annual expense 
ratio makes this a big challenge – particularly in a low return environment. 
 
If you withdraw your funds from the Plan, you do gain greater control of  your financial 
situation. This is not entirely positive however.  You also become responsible for 
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investing the funds and paying the associated administration costs.  You may be good at 
investing today and on top of the “market”; will that still be true when you reach 80?  90? 
If you hand over your portfolio to an advisor, will you be able to pick – and retain – a 
superstar?  
 

• Possible advantage: Inflation is only about 2% a year.  
Why should I worry about it?  

 
One of the major financial risks in retirement is that even modest rates of inflation 
may erode the ability to maintain one’s lifestyle.  The following example demonstrates 
the impact that indexing will have on pension payments, assuming an initial pension of 
$1,500 per month.  

 
 Date   Monthly Pension  

Indexed at 2% per year
Monthly pension  
Indexed at 4% per year 

Monthly pension 
No Indexing 

 July 1, Year 1  $1,500  $1,500  $1,500 
January 1, Year 10 $1,758 $2,052 $1,500 
January 1, Year 20 $2,143  $3,038 $1,500 
January 1, Year 30 $2,612 $4,497 $1,500 

 
 
In thirty years with four percent annual indexation, pension payments would have tripled; 
without indexation, they would have remained unchanged.  
 
How has indexation worked at Dalhousie?  Earnings of the Retirees’ Trust Fund that 
exceed 5.05% per annum on average (over the three years ending the previous June 30th) 
result in increments to pensions – that are capped by the increase in the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI).  Such indexation is one of the Plan’s best features –  yet it is often ignored 
by personal financial advisors with a vested interest in persuading you to transfer your 
benefit entitlements out.  This excess-interest approach to indexation does not guarantee 
pension increases equal to the rate of inflation in every year, but Dalhousie’s experience 
to date has been excellent.  The price level in April  2004 is 87.3 percent higher than in 
1982, when these indexation arrangements were introduced; a 1982 Dalhousie retiree 
whose initial monthly pension was $1000 received $1798 in 2004, an increase of almost 
80 percent since retirement.  Although full indexation did not occur in every year since 
1983, retroactive catch-up payments were made later.  (In addition, that 1982 retiree 
would have received a special one-time distribution from the RTF of over $10,000 in 
fiscal year 2000-2001.) 
 
 
F. Summary 
 
Taking your pension through the Retiree’s Trust Fund provides you and your spouse with 
an assured retirement income for your joint lives, along with significant inflation 
protection.  Both the assurance and the inflation protection are significant benefits that 
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cannot be inexpensively and easily duplicated outside the Plan.  This choice relieves you 
from the worries and hassles associated with managing your own investments to try to 
generate a sufficient and prolonged stream of income to support you through your 
retirement years.   And you have convenience and the flexibility to choose among various 
optional forms of pension.  Your retirement funds remain fully tax-sheltered and you pay 
taxes only as you receive your monthly pension payments.   
 
The Retirees’ Trust Fund has consistently earned above-average returns, and it enjoys an 
actuarial surplus at present, even though the Dalhousie Pension Trust Fund suffers from a 
large actuarial deficit.  Indeed, only once in the course of more than 20 years has the 
Retirees’ Trust Fund experienced an actuarial deficit.  It is both soundly funded and 
managed.  But even if its investments should perform poorly, your pension is guaranteed 
by Dalhousie University.   
 
Taking your pension entitlements out of the Plan is a risky choice.  You forego an 
assured pension income (unless you annuitize outside the Plan) and subject your 
retirement income to both investment risk and the risk of outliving your assets.  You also 
are making a tax-inefficient choice since withdrawal of a lump-sum from the Plan will 
trigger an immediate large income tax liability in almost all cases.  Your post-retirement 
income may initially be larger than you would receive through the Retirees’ Trust Fund, 
but if you annuitize outside the Plan, this situation is unlikely to last very long.  If you 
put your entitlements into a LIF, this favourable outcome depends on your success 
at earning above average returns on your investments.   
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this document is provided by the Dalhousie University 
Pension Advisory Committee and is believed to be valid and current as of the date 
hereof.  This information and the opinions expressed in this document are not intended 
to provide financial, investment, tax, legal or accounting advice for the specific situation 
of any Plan member or beneficiary, but are presented for general information purposes 
only.  Members of the Plan should seek appropriate professional advice when making 
important financial choices. 
 
This document does not deal with all of the features of the Dalhousie University Staff 
Pension Plan. Those who require greater detail about the Plan should refer to the 
complete Dalhousie University Staff Pension Plan text, which is available from Employee 
Benefits and can be accessed via the internet.  Any official interpretations or 
determinations regarding the  requirements and features of the Dalhousie University 
Staff Pension Plan are based on the actual Plan text 
“www.dal.ca/~personel/benefits/benefits.htm”, as filed with the Provincial Superintendent 
of Pensions. 
 
 
 
 
 


